
there are some basic necessities for printing good quality files. 
if any of these terms are confusing, we’d love to help! 

file type: high quality pdfs (dpi of 300 or more).
sizing: document must be sized without extra space.

safe zone: anything you do not want possibly cut off, 
please keep within 0.2”. if you  have a border, we suggest

keeping it at 0.25” to insure a clean cut.
bleed: if your file goes all the way to the edge, 

we need a 0.125” bleed around each edge of your file.
crop or trim marks: if your file needs a bleed, please include crop

or trim marks so we know where to cut.
color: cmyk or non-tinted pms. when you save as a pdf, under output

have no color conversion, and do not include profiles.



cur iou s  what  we  a r e  ta l k i ng  a bout ?
file type: images below this scale of “dots per inch” wont print as nicely as 

you may wish. it’s also not possible to make those images larger.
safe zone: since the paper we digitally print on moves quickly
through our press, the paper moves slightly. since we cut it on
a large machine all at once, the alignment may not be exactly
the same on each. this safe zone insures that nothing within

will get cut off or stray too close to the edge! 
bleed: the reason for a bleed is so that your finished product does

not have any white edges of paper showing. it’s impossible to
cut right to the exact edge, so this area is meant to be cut off to keep

your design looking flawless. your trim size is the final size.
crop or trim marks: depending on the program you use, these are

called different things in the export settings. they show us where
to cut your file after printing and should not touch (otherwise a sliver

may appear on your final product). 


